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DESCRIPTION
The lockout action is defeated by pushing the OFF
button down as far as possible, thus resetting the
device to its normal unlocked position.

This device is for use in 2500-4000A frame solid-
state circuit breakers. (See Figure 1.) It is designed
to provide an electrical signal or interlock switching
function to indicate remotely that the breaker has
opened under overcurrent conditions. The switch is a
single-pole double-throw AB type, rated 6 amperes
at 600 Vac, 14 ampere at 240 Vdc, and Vz ampere at
125 Vdc.
The wiring diagram shows the breaker in an
overcurrent tripped condition. (See Figure 2.)
After an overcurrent trip, the bell alarm locks the
breaker latch open to prevent subsequent contact
closure and maintains the electrical circuit indicating
an overcurrent trip.
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Figure 2. Wiring diagram shown with breaker in
overcurrent tripped condition.

REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: Before opening the breaker to
replace this accessory, the breaker contacts
must be open, the mechanism not charged, and
the breaker itself disconnected from the
electrical system.

BREAKER POSITION
LEVER

1. Remove the breaker cover and programmer as
described in GEH-4650.

2. Disconnect the old bell alarm leads and pull them
out of the access hole. To defeat the cover
interlock used on late model devices, pull the trip
slide up and use one of the 1/2-inch diameter by
5/s-inch long phenolic defeat plugs (supplied with
the kit) to prop it up as shown in Figure 3. If the
breaker is equipped with a drawout trip interlock,
use a screwdriver to lift the interlock and prop it
up with the second plug.
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Figure 1. Bell alarm device shown in lockout condition.
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5. Install the replacement bell alarm in the reverse
order of removal of the oid unit. (See Figures 4A
and 4B.)

6. Hold the unit as shown in Figure 5.

NOTE: It is important that the trip arm is above
the breaker latch and the Insulation is forced
over as shown.
Install, but do not fully tighten the mounting screws.
Push the unit up until the screws are at the midpoint
of the slots in the frame and tighten the screws to a
torque of 15-20 inch-pound.

Temporarily remove the defeat plug holding up the
trip slide and push the slide down fully to reset the
lockout; then, hold up the trip slide and reinsert the
defeat piug.Thread the leads through the access hole.

COVER INTERLOCK
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CAUTION: if the breaker is equipped with an
undervoltage release device, it must be
energized or otherwise defeated during the
following adjustments or tests to prevent
tripping of the breaker latch.
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Figure 3. View of breaker with old bell alarm removed
and defeat plugs in position.

3. Remove the bell alarm mounting screws and,
dropping the unit down, pull it out from
underneath the trip slide extension as shown in
Figures 4A and 4B.

4. Check the replacement unit to verify that it is in
the lockout condition shown in Figure 1. If it is
not, proceed as follows:
a. Hold the breaker position lever down.
b. Push the trip arm down.
c. Release the breaker position lever.

7. Place the breaker cover in position on the base
and cycle the handle twice to partially charge the
springs and reset the breaker latch, then remove
the cover.

8. To check trip arm hook clearance, push trip arm
down, and observe the gap as the hook passes
the latch on the breaker position arm. (Figure 6)
The gap should be 0.05 to 0.07 inch. If the gap is
incorrect grasp the unit as shown in Figure 5,
loosen the mounting screws and push the unit UP
to INCREASE the gap and DOWN to DECREASE
it. When the gap is correct, retighten the screws
to the torque specified.
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Figure 4B.Figure 4. Removing or replacing bell alarm device under trip slide.Figure 4A.
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Figure 5. Holding device while installing mounting screws or adjusting unit
position. Trip arm must be above breaker latch.

9. Adjust the adjusting screws to the gaps shown in
Figure 7A. The trip lever may be held down as
shown in Figure 7B, making it easier to adjust the
screws; however, the gap must be checked with
the trip arm released and the breaker latch fully

“up” as shown in Figure 7A. Lock the screws with
rosin core solder as shown in Figure 7A.

IQ, Reposition the breaker cover on the base and
cycle the handle once more to close the breaker
contacts. Remove the cover.

FUNCTIONAL CHECKS
'1*

CAUTION: To prevent injury to personnel, keep
hands away from the breaker contact arms
while making these checks.
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1. Use a screwdriver to break loose the flux shift
device plunger, thus opening the breaker
contacts. Observe that the breaker latch is now
being held down by the trip arm.
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2. Check the switch circuit to be sure that yeliow to
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OPEN.
3. Remove the defeat plug under the trip slide and

push the slide down fully to reset the lockout.
Check the switch circuit to be sure that yellow to
brown is now OPEN and that yeliow to purpie is
n\ noun
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POSSIBLE PROBLEMS AND
CORRECTIVE ACTIONSw
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1. Bell Alarm Fails to Reset—Check trip slide
extension to be sure it contacts lockout reset
lever. Bend extension if required, making sure
slide does not bind up on switch ieads.

Figure 6. Trip arm hook clearance.
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Figure 8. Draw out trip interlock plunger.

Repeat functional chocks if adjustments were
made in items 1 and 2 above.
MATE.
11V/Ib.

FINAL ASSEMBLY AND CHECKS
1. Check to be sure the defeat plugs have been

removed from under the trip slide and draw out
trip interlock (if so equipped).

2. Install the breaker cover, cover mounting screws
and trip unit escutcheon.
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CAUTION: If the breaker is equipped with a
draw out trip interlock (shown in Fig. 8). The
interlock must be defeated by pushing in and
holding the plunger depressed during breaker
operation.

3. Push the OFF button all the way down to reset
the bell alarm.

NOTE: If the button can not be depressed, the
trip slide defeat plug was not removed in Step 1
above.Figure 7B.

Figure 7. Adjustments of trip arm screws.
4. Cycie the nandie three times to charge the

breaker, then push the ON button to close the
breaker contacts.

5. Push the OFF button to open the breaker
contacts.

6. If the breaker is equipped with a draw out trip
interlock, repeat Step 4 and then release the
plunger to open the breaker contacts.

2. Bell Alarm Fails to Lock Out—Either gap set in
Step 8 (Replacement Instructions) is too small or
the aan set in SteD 9 is too areat. Recheck and
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readjust as required.

General ElectricThese instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment nor
to provide for every possible contingency to be met in connection with installation
operation or maintenance Should further information be desired or should partic-
ular problems arise which are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser's pur-

poses, the matter should be referred to the General Electric Company

For further information
call or write your local
General Electric

Company
41 Woodford Avenue
PlainviMe, CT 06062 U.S.A.Sales Office or . . .

G E N E R A L Vm E L E C T R I COutside the U.S. and Canada write International Trading Operations.
570 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10022 U.S.A.
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